Frequently Asked Questions

WHAT DOES AMLT STAND FOR?
AML stands for Anti Money Laundering Token.

WHAT IS THE AMLT?
AML (Anti Money Laundering Token) is a cryptocurrency that operates on the Ethereum platform. AMLT has a current supply of 400,000,000 with 250,000,000+ coins in circulation. Created by the recognized Blockchain Regtech leader Coinfirm, AMLT is the first dedicated token that ensures transparency and democratization of the financial system by allowing market participants to help determine the potential risk of others.

WHAT'S THE OFFICIAL AMLT WEBPAGE?
Official AMLT webpage is https://amlt.coinfirm.com/ but you can also find plenty of interesting information on our main page https://www.coinfirm.com/

WHAT IS THE AMLT NETWORK?
The AMLT Network is the first of its kind system where users can report nefarious cryptocurrency addresses related to ransomware, hacks, scams, and other fraud, plus also receive protection from further actions by bad actors. Once data provided is verified by Coinfirm and implemented into the AML Platform, the ecosystem can block suspicious users and funds. Information Providers are rewarded in AMLT for supplying legitimate data on nefarious actors, or data on themselves and other parties they trust.

WHAT'S THE CURRENT AMLT PRICE?
Current price can be checked e.g. here: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/amlt-network

WHERE CAN I TRADE AMLT TOKENS?
AMLT tokens are available on various exchanges and trading platforms, e.g. Coindeal, Bitbay, Uniswap, Liquid, BambooRelay, Lykke. More to come in 2021.

IS THERE AN AMLT 2021 ROADMAP AVAILABLE?
Currently we work on revised approach towards AMLT. We'll inform you as soon as it's ready.

WHAT IS THE AMLT ORACLE?
The AMLT Oracle is the first smart contract-based solution for AML compliance of the burgeoning decentralized finance (DeFi) scene, without DEXes having to conform to a centralised model. The Oracle unlocks a key barrier that DeFi presented to previously developed blockchain compliance technology on the market. More details are available in our official announcement: https://www.coinfirm.com/blog/defi-compliance-amlt-oracle/

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR AMLT ORACLE IMPLEMENTATION IN THE FUTURE?
In 3Q2020 we launched crucial cooperation with Chainlink. Based on that in 2021 we plan to use Chainlink’s secure and reliable oracle network to make our AML solution available throughout DeFi, enhancing the ability for traditional financial players to adopt DeFi technologies. More details are available in our official announcement: https://www.coinfirm.com/blog/coinfirm-chainlink-anti-money-laundering-blockchain/

WHO IS THE RIGHT PERSON TO DISCUSS THE COOPERATION OPPORTUNITY?
Please reach out to us at amlt@coinfirm.com, Thank you.